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Abstract 
 
This document presents a draft version and of the European Urban Benchmarking webtool, 
this report will be complemented with a video tutorial showing how the tool operates, its 
potential inquisition paths and unique selling points. 
In addition, this technical report reports on the on-going efforts in: 
 

 Defining the list of functionality to be included in the cityBench prototype.  

 Detailed explanation of the prototype technical architecture. The citybench prototype tool 
is also open to discuss adaptations of our server functionality and/or client functionality to 
accommodate needs and cooperation with the parallel ESPON projects. 
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1 Specific functionality 
 
From the discussion with the steering committee, specific functionality and data layers have 
been proposed, and concerns need to be addressed. The summary of the concerns and 
functionality now being researched is included in the following list: 
 

 Pre-selection of cities –allow users to select cities by territorial co-operation programme 
areas (transnational and cross-border) or using typologies (such as mountain cities, 
coastal, etc.). These thematic and geographic pre-selection would allow urban 
practitioners the opportunity to see benchmarking and networking potential. 

 Extended benchmarking – to allow benchmark not just between cities, but also to 
compare performances in relation to the national capital city, as well as national and EU 
(averages). Still to be decided, if it should be used a derived average from the additional 
cities (and national capital) available in the CityBench database, or using a different 
(national) indicator. 

 Composite indicators –composite indicators should be approached with great care, as 
they present both methodological and presentation challenges.  

 Alternative private sources – The ESPON CU and EUROSTAT confirmed the usability of 
an existing EuroGeographics licence, so this source should be considered.  

 The use of LUZ 2004 has been discouraged - The 2004 UA data contained much 
volunteered data, and a majority of indicators will be discontinued by Eurostat. 2012 LUZ 
will have fewer indicators, but more completion rate (including data for French cities). So 
LUZ 2012 should be pursued, LUZ 2004 and old UA data disregarded. 

 A two-tier approach will be used, based on the availability of data. The TPG should note 
that coverage across the ESPON space is required for this limited number of cities. 

 Economic and smartness indicators are considered crucial; the development of these 
indicators is on-going. Indicators on e.g. skills, innovation, enterprise births and deaths, 
competition and R&D expenditure might prove very useful in determining the economic 
and "smart" potential of an area, in addition, Development/Investment demands, Energy 
and internal accessibility are also being considered. 

 To respond to the previous point, the use of alternative, multilevel and innovative data 
sources is encouraged. Which includes: 

• Unofficial indicators available at country-level data (esp. regulatory/ease of 
doing business: www.doingbusiness.org);  

• Unofficial city data (TomTom, hotels databases, citations indexes, most 
liveable cities, UN habitat ranking, OpenStreetMap). The providence of this 
data should be honestly and transparently presented. 

 It is important to the investor group to be able to separate LUZ core and outer where 
appropriate. More research is needed on the implementation of this requirement. 

 Exclude Urban Audit indicators with less than 50% coverage while considering those 
above this threshold. 

 The two-tier model – using a first subset of cities, while considering the future use of all 
LUZ is considered a good compromise approach between full usability and longer-term 
coverage aspirations. 

 Easy to use data loading methodologies and tools are being developed to warranty the 
future sustainability and updates of the tool by the ESPON CU (as administrators of the 
tool). 
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Available in the prototype 
 

 Show all the available cities 

 Show all the available indicators 

 Search cities based on given indicator values 

  select a certain indicator  

 explore cities by clicking on them in the map 

 find similar cities: the radial view where the first selected city is in the middle of the graph 
and the other cities are distribute around it, where closeness represents similarity  

 geographic and radial view of all available cities and how they compare to preselected 
city 

 side bar widget showing another view of how cities compare to the city in focus 

 choice for user to select or change showing indicators 

 choice for user to select or change city in focus 

 Find similar cities: the radial view where the first selected city is in the middle of the graph 
and the other cities are distribute around it, where closeness represents similarity  

 
To be added in the next version 
 

 Search cities based on name 

 Show indicator values of selected cities 

 Comparison of different cities (LUZ) using intuitive visualizations tools such as graphs 

 Self-define composite indicators and rank 

 export views as a PDF report or publish them to social media or email 

 
The idea is to implement the ESPON required scenarios, and allow all the individual use 
cases. From the initially web tool analysis and together with the use cases, the project should 
arise some natural language to be able to run the use cases and fit users’ requirements, such 
as: 
 

 I want to find my city. Where can I specify its name? Can I click on the map? 

 I’m not sure about the correct spelling of a certain city. Can I try with some letters? Does 
the web tool provide auto-complete functionality? 

 I would like to compare (select) cities sharing some characteristics: size (area), 
administrative level (capital, second tier city…), zone (Eastern Europe…), population 
(inhabitants, density...), unemployment, and other indicators (to study) 

 I would like to compare (select) cities within a distance/ time from my city (to be 
discussed). 

 To which cities does it make sense to compare a given city? 

 Which are the data available for a (list of) city/ies? 

 Can I download these data? 

 Can I see only a set of indicators/themes (being the themes a pre-selected set of 
indicators)? 

 What is the performance [position/interval in the list] of a given (list of) city/ies for each 
indicator? This is, can I see the position in the list instead of the value for the given 
indicator? Can I rank indicators by best performance [position in the list] (if one city)? 

 Can I select number and type of intervals to divide an indicator to allocate my city in? 

 When comparing several cities, can I choose a way of ordering indicators? [Best to worse 
performance, most to least populated data, grouped by themes… for each city] 

 What is the quality/information we have about these data? 
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 What is the value of a certain indicator for a year (timeframe) in all/a set of cities? Can I 
have the top X cities? Can I see the temporal evolution? 

 Can I see the position in the list instead of the value for the given indicator? 
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Indicators available in the prototype 
 

Indicator name Time 
frame 

Unit Source Geographic
al level 

Theme 

GDP 2009-
2012 

€/ hab Urban Audit db NUTS3 Context 

Population 2009-
2012 

Absolute 
number 

Urban Audit db LUZ Context 

Population density 2009-
2012 

n/ km2 Urban Audit db LUZ Context 

Unemployment 2009-
2012 

Absolute 
number 

Urban Audit db LUZ Context 

Outer flight routes 2013 Absolute 
number 

Social Media LUZ Connectivity 

Ageing index 2008 Index ESPON DB MR Demography 

Old age 
dependency 

2008 Percentage ESPON DB MR Demography 

Social media: crisis 2013 Units/ hab Social Media LUZ Social Media 

Social media: 
unemployment 

2013 Units/ hab Social Media LUZ Social Media 

Gas prices for 
industries 

2012 €/ kWh Eurostat Country Investment 
climate 

Electricity prices for 
industries 

2012 €/ kWh Eurostat Country Investment 
climate 

Ease of doing 
business 

2012 Rank Social Media Country Investment 
climate 

Green Areas (CLC) 2006 Percentage European 
Environmental 
Agency 

LUZ Environment 

High-Tech patents 2009 n/ Mhab Eurostat MR Smartness 
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2 Requirements 
 
This section compiles the CityBench technical requirements that will be addressed by the 
prototype.  
 

2.1 Usability 
 

 Must be easy to learn and understand 

 Must be intuitive and effective to use (able to answer the questions of the user) 

• For example, which other cities are similar to LUZ X, for a set of indicators. 

2.2 Data 
 

 The system must use data from the ESPON Database 

 The system should use data from external sources to include indicators not available or 
not fully covered in the ESPON database 

 The system should try to scale data to the LUZ regions. 

2.3 Technical  
 
Open Source 
 

 The CityBench project will preferably use Open Source Software components to 
implement required functionality 

 Source code and configuration file developed for the CityBench project specifically will be 
made available as Open Source. 

 
Open standards 
 

 The project should use Open Standards to give access to the CityBench data 

 The project must be able to use relevant Open Standards to use data from other sources 
(e.g. INSPIRE data from NMCA’s, data from EIB and EuroStat). 

 
Deployment 
 

 The system must be deployable at the ESPON CU 

 The system must be maintainable by employees or contractors of ESPON CU 
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3 Prototype architecture 
 
As described in the previous interim report, Citybench application architecture follows the 
service oriented architecture paradigm. This basically means that the provided data and 
functionality will be served through web services. The unique entry point to these services is 
implemented in the form of a Web Geoportal. 
 
Having this in mind, we follow two main principles: 
 
1. The application must be scalable and extensible. The citybench application has to be 

adapted to new requirements and new data. This means that the application has to be 
designed in a modular way. Furthermore, these modules should have a well-known 
functionality and interface so the application is more easily maintain.  Most important 
decisions in this line are: to design the architecture and implement the components 
according to international standards and initiatives. As we will describe further in the 
document, we rely on European directives to design the components serving required 
functionality and on international standards to implements their interfaces and serve the 
data. 

2. Underlying technological complexity is transparent for the user. The use of standards, 
and communication protocols of the citybench system should be transparent for the user. 
The citybench web portal provides user with a unique entry point to the system, offering 
an intuitive manner to handle data and providing advanced search and visualization 
methods to derive useful information out of the massive amount of existing data.  
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Figure 1. - Conceptual Architecture CityBench 
 
CityBench project architecture follows the European directive INSPIRE (INSPIRE, 2007) 
which defines a classical service-oriented three-layer architecture. Citybench application 
extends this architecture to include the required functionality in the form of Network services 
and the client applications in the form of a Web Portal.  
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As INSPIRE recommends, CityBench project implements its components according to the 
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), which defines open standards for the successful 
exploitation of geospatial resources on the Internet.  
 
Figure 1 shows the Citybench project conceptual architecture. On top of the figure we can 
observe the three main layers, which are application, service, and data layer. At the bottom, 
the data and service layer represents how the project architecture access and harvest data 
coming from external sources such as ESPON database. We detail in the next sections how 
this is implemented in the prototype. 
 
The Figure 2 shows the prototype technical architecture. It presents a more detailed view of 
the architecture highlighting the main technological components. From the general 
perspective the system is divided in 4 main parts (indicated layers in Figure 1) it includes: the 
web client at the application layer, where the different functionality and data about cities and 
indicators are presented to the users, the services, implemented in Java language, provide 
the functionality to access and retrieve the different data about cities and indicators through a 
well defined Rest

1
 API, the communication with the database uses JDBC

2
 protocol. The 

database implementing the citybench datamodel containing the project data to be delivered 
by the services, and the ETLs, in charge of populating the database with the data obtained 
from different sources at the data and service layer. Most of functionality of the client is 
related with the presentation of the indicators in a per city basis. The data of the indicators 
and the cities is provided by the services hosted in the WebServer presented in the figure. 
The services are used as a bridge for providing access to the data previously loaded through 
the ETLs and stored in the CityBench database. 
 

                                    
1
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer 

2
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JDBC_driver 
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Figure 2 Prototype architecture. 
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4 Prototype Design 
 
The CityBench architecture is a service-oriented architecture composed of three layers. Each 
of these layers has distinct characteristics and its components implement a distinct role in the 
CityBench system. 

4.1 External Data Services Layer 
 
This layer contains the data sources used by the CityBench system. Also the external 
services, which implement interfaces to external data sources, are part of this layer. Its 
components are: 
 
ESPON Database 
 
The ESPON database is available as a vast collection of Excel sheets. In order to be used by 
the CityBench system, relevant sheets will be loaded into a spatial database through an ETL 
process (see ETL). 
 
Eurostat database 
 
Similar to the ESPON database, the Eurostat database is mainly available as a vast collection 
of Excel sheets. In order to be used by the CityBench system, relevant sheets will be loaded 
into a spatial database through an ETL process (see ETL). 
 
European Environmental Agency (EEA) database 
 
The EEA provides land cover data (Corine Land Cover) in both vector (not used) and raster 
format and data on air pollution in raster format. The raster layers are processed in ArcGIS to 
calculate land cover and air pollution values per LUZ. These values are subsequently loaded 
into the CityBench system.  
 
OpenFlights data 
 
OpenFlights data is available as simple csv files (without column headers). Before the 
indicator values derived from this data can be loaded into CityBench, the data has to be 
processed in Excel and ArcGIS (a.o. calculating values per LUZ). 
 
IFC / World Bank data 
 
IFC / World Bank data is available as an Excel sheet. In order to be used by the CityBench 
system, relevant values (i.e. Ease of Doing Business in EU27+4 countries) will be loaded into 
a spatial database through an ETL process (see ETL). Country values will be assigned to 
each LUZ they contain. Data derived from Social Networks (VGI) 
 
The CityBench project complements official data and indicators with VGI. We have defined a 
set of indicators reflecting the social impact of current topics such as unemployment and the 
economic crisis. Also, short-term personal mobility (tourism) may be derived from VGI. This 
way, social networks such as Twitter, Flickr and YouTube become external data sources used 
by the CityBench services to populate the citybench database. 

4.2 Data layer 
 
This layer contains the components managing the project data, these are: 
 
Spatial database 
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The project database containing structured data obtained from the external data sources such 
as the ESPON database. This database is structured in a data model specifically designed 
and implemented for the CityBench project.  

 
Metadata 
 
Metadata about data and indicators available in the CityBench project will also be stored in 
the database. 
 
Official data ETL 
 
The Extract Transform and Load (ETL) component will extract the data from the ESPON 
database, transform it into citybench data model (implemented by the spatial database), and 
load them into the spatial database. 
 
This tool will expose a well-known API so other external data can be included in future. At this 
moment it is foreseen this API will be an abstract interface specification with a plug-in 
architecture. Each plug-in will implement the abstract interface and support a specific external 
data source. The abstract interface specification will be documented so developers (from the 
CityBench project, but specifically also external developers) can implement this interface to 
develop new plugins. 
 
Social data ETL 
 
Citybench project includes also an ETL for social content. Indicators about data extracted 
from the social networks are generated retrieving data from social networks for each city and 
transforming them to derive indicator information. The data is finally loaded in the Citybench 
database. 

 

4.3 Service layer 
 
The CityBench Service Layer contains the services that implementing well-known and 
standard-based interfaces allow to work with the data in the data layer. The definition of these 
interfaces together compound the CityBench API used by the CityBench tool, but also other 
applications could access the data in the CityBench data layer through this API. The 
components of the service layer are: 
 
Rest Web services 
 
REST/JSON services will supply functionality and data to the CityBench clients. The interface 
and supported functionality will be clearly documented. This services main functionality is to 
deal with the discovery and retrieval of data available in the database. They will allow the 
Citybench web tool to retrieve all data available about cities and indicators in the way 
requested by the users. These services will be integrated as part of the Data and Metadata 
API. 
 
Data and Metadata Services API 
 
The data and metadata API will make it possible to consume citybench information in an 
efficient way. This API will be documented so developers (from the CityBench project, but 
also external developers) can implement this interface integrate CityBench data and 
functionality. 
 
JavaScript client API 
 
In order to use the different CityBench data and functionality in an Internet browser, 
JavaScript libraries will be developed. These libraries will use other Open Source JavaScript 
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libraries such as JQuery and D3. The JavaScript CityBench libraries will be stored on the 
CityBench webserver to be deployed at ESPON CU. 
 

4.4 Application layer 
 
This layer implements the Web tool to access the functionality provided by the CityBench 
system, which will allow users to access the functionality defined in section 2. 
 
It comprises of an interactive web interface accessible on the public domain and uses the new 
html5 alongside javascript and javascript libraries D3.js and jquery to deliver a powerful and 
easy-to-use user experience allowing users to view and query LUZ cities and indicators. The 
interface is discussed further in detail in chapter 5.5.   
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5 Prototype Implementation 
 
This section describes the implementation process of the current prototype: technical 
decisions on programming languages, data formats, communication protocols and APIs, and 
platforms of deployment. 

5.1 Architecture and deployment 
 
The prototype is deployed according to the architecture described in the design section. On 
one hand, database and data are prepared and deployed in a server. On a second phase, 
web services will be implemented to give the web tool access to the data. The web tool will 
prepare and advanced and intuitive user interface for the users to interact with the data and 
functionality. 
 
As a platform for deployment, CityBench project uses different test servers; both partners 
Geodan and UJI perform local tests in local servers. For more reliable tests on this first 
prototype and its exposition to the ESPON community, Citybench application has been 
replicated and deployed in two servers, one managed by UJI and other Geodan. 
 
Database instance: 
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/ 
database: citybench 
 
Services available at 
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/ 
 
Client application available at: 
http://espon.test.geodan.nl:8080/CityBenchClient1/callCityBench.html (this is a development 
environment, please request Access to TPG). 
 
 
Following sections will describe other implementation details of the external data and 
services, data, service and application layer. 

5.2 External Data and Services layer 
 
As the management of these data and services is out of scope for the CityBench project, no 
implementations will have to be carried out in this layer. 
Data collection and processing is explained in the Indicator Report 

5.3 CityBench Data Layer 
 
Data  
 
From the initial analysis we have finally identified a set of derived functionality that requires, at 
least, the availability of following data: 
 

 Cities (like ID, Name, Alternative Name or Geographical definition). They allow 
locating cities and searching for them, and relating them to other information in the 
database. 

 City characteristics (like, Country, Languages, Typology, Transnational Regions or 
Indicators having information about the city). They allow us filtering and selecting groups 
of cities, which might have same interests. 

 Indicators (like ID, Name, Description or Units). They allow us searching for indicators, 
and relating them to other information in the database. 

http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/
http://espon.test.geodan.nl:8080/CityBenchClient1/callCityBench.html
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 Indicators characteristics (like Data Source, Theme or Geographical level to which the 
data are referenced). They allow us filtering and selecting groups of indicators, which 
might define a coherent comparison scenario. 

 Values (like Indicator, City or Year). They are the core of this tool and allow us to 
compare and evaluate relations between cities, like similarity or ‘distance’, graphically 
represented in the web tool. 

 
Database  
 
The Spatial Database has been implemented using an Open Source product, namely 
PostgreSQL with PostGIS extension for spatial support. This database stores at the moment 
data and metadata about cities and indicators. 
 
Data Model 
 
We have identified relevant entities and their relations; this has resulted in a logical data 
model that has been implemented using Postgres database. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the 
CityBench data model: 
 

 

 
Figure 3. CityBench Data model 

 
There we can see, in the middle column, the cities data and their relation with the different 
geographical levels. In the left part of the model we can see the filtering data, for both cities 
and indicators, and at its bottom, the definition of indicators and their relation with cities. The 
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right part of the model represents the indicators values, each row representing the source of 
the data that contain. 
 
Blue tables represent data modelled and loaded into the database. Grey tables represent 
data modelled but not yet loaded into the database. Green tables are views created from 
other tables through a query, and are not stored and wasting storage space. 
 
ETLs  
 
Both the official data and the social data ETLs are tools implemented using Java programing 
language and SQL to support modifications of the Citybench database.  
These tools work on the first load and the futures updates after delivering the tool to ESPON. 
 
The official ETL takes into account the necessary data; the original format and data source 
and the citybench data model to define data transformations from standard ESPON excel 
sheets to the citybench data model. It also delivers a document describing how new data from 
other ESPON projects should be submitted. 
 
The social data ETL collects data obtained through the APIs offered by different social 
networks. The data collected is used for gathering information from European cities regarding 
different subjects of interest. For this is utilized different BigData technologies used for the 
collection, storage and processing of the data. The social networks selected for extracting 
data include Twitter, YouTube, Linked In, etc. The information extracted is loaded into the 
citybench database. 
 
The indicators are generated through the use of different software used for collecting; storing 
and aggregating social networks data. The general workflow is presented in Figure 4. The 
whole process is implemented using technologies for handling big data volumes, as is the 
case data coming from social networks. The data is collected by a service called Apache 
Flume, which allows reliably obtaining data from the different social networks and storing it in 
HDFS. HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) is the storage component of the social ETL. 
This file system is in charge of keeping the data obtained from the social networks for later 
analysis and indicators value extraction. 
 

 
Figure 4 Social Data ETL 

 
The data analysis is performed later by algorithms implemented using Hadoop MapReduce 
framework, which allows running algorithms appropriate for extracting the indicators values 
from potentially large data volumes.  
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Later, the indicators values are loaded into the citybench database by a Sqoop service which 
takes them form the output of the MapReduce algorithms implemented. 
 
Besides these tools, first load of the database has been supported using the Open Source 
Software GeoKettle

3
 and PgAdmin

4
. 

5.4 CityBench Services Layer 
 
According to INSPIRE, our system should provide a set of predefined functionality through 
standard-based services. These services (in yellow in figure 1) offer the discover, view, and 
download functionality. This GIS services to manage the map has been skiped from the 
prototype. The functionality has been moved to the web client and future modifications on this 
will depend new requirements analized from the feedback received from the prototype users.  
 
Other more specific functionality is offered by the rest of services in the CityBench Services 
Layer depicted in orange in Figure 1. They are components specifically developed for the 
CityBench system. They have been implemented in Java (server side) and JavaScript (client 
side). These web services expose a Restful interface and work with well known formats such 
as JSON, so the API can be easily described and they can be reused for future uses. For 
extending client compatibility, services expose Next we describe the API to connect to them. 
 
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/objects/cities 
 
getAllcities 
public org.codehaus.jettison.json.JSONObject getAllcities()throws 

java.lang.Exception 

Method processing HTTP GET requests, producing "application/JSON" MIME media 
type.  
Returns: 
JSON object with all the cities available in the CityBench database  
Throws:  
java.lang.Exception 

 
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/objects/citiesp 
 
getAllcitiesJsonP 
public org.codehaus.jettison.json.JSONWithPadding 

getAllcities()throws java.lang.Exception 

Method processing HTTP GET requests, producing "application/x-javascript" MIME 
media type.  
Returns: 
JSONWithPadding object with all the cities available in the CityBench database  
Throws:  
java.lang.Exception 

 
 
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicators 

 
getAllIndicators 
public static org.codehaus.jettison.json.JSONObject 

getAllIndicators()throws java.lang.Exception 

Method accessing CityBench DB to get all the indicators, producing "application/json" 
MIME media type.  
Returns: 
JSONObject with the indicator list  

                                    
3
 http://www.spatialytics.org/projects/geokettle 

4
 http://www.pgadmin.org/ 

http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/objects/cities
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/objects/citiesp
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicators
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Throws:  
java.lang.Exception 

 

http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicatorsp 

 
getAllIndicatorsJsonP 
public static org.codehaus.jettison.json.JSONWithPadding 

getAllIndicators()throws java.lang.Exception 

Method accessing CityBench DB to get all the indicators, producing " application/x-
javascript " MIME media type.  
Returns: 
JSONWithPadding with the indicator list  
Throws:  
java.lang.Exception 

 

 

http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicatordata?name
=indicator&year=yyyy 
 
getIndicator 
public org.codehaus.jettison.json.JSONObject 

getIndicator(java.lang.String name, java.lang.String year) throws 

java.lang.Exception 

Method accessing CityBench DB to get an specific indicator, having as parameters 
the indicator name and one year, it selects from the database the value for the 
indicator producing "application/json" MIME media type.  
Returns: 
JSONObject with the required indicator value  
Throws:  
java.lang.Exception 

 

http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicatordatap?na
me=indicator&year=yyyy 
 
getIndicatorJsonP 
public org.codehaus.jettison.json.JSONWithPadding 

getIndicator(java.lang.String name, java.lang.String year) throws 

java.lang.Exception 

Method accessing CityBench DB to get an specific indicator, having as parameters 
the indicator name and one year, it selects from the database the value for the 
indicator producing "application/x-javascript " MIME media type.  
Returns: 
JSONWithPadding with the required indicator value  
Throws:  
java.lang.Exception 

 

 
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/completeness?name=indic
ator&year=yyyy 
 
countCitiesPerIndicator 
public static org.codehaus.jettison.json.JSONObject 

countCitiesPerIndicator(java.lang.String name, java.lang.String year) 

throws java.lang.Exception 

Method accessing CityBench DB to get the completeness of an specific indicator, 
having as parameters the indicator name and one year, it selects from the database 
the number of cities that have the value for the indicator producing "application/json" 
MIME media type.  
Returns: 
JSONObject with the number of cities having this indicator this year  

http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicators
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicatordata?name=indicator&year=yyyy
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicatordata?name=indicator&year=yyyy
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicatordatap?name=indicator&year=yyyy
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicatordatap?name=indicator&year=yyyy
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/completeness?name=indicator&year=yyyy
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/completeness?name=indicator&year=yyyy
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Throws:  
java.lang.Exception 

 

http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/completenessp?name=ind
icator&year=yyyy 
 
countCitiesPerIndicatorJsonP 
public static org.codehaus.jettison.json.JSONWithPadding 

countCitiesPerIndicator(java.lang.String name, java.lang.String year) 

throws java.lang.Exception 

Method accessing CityBench DB to get the completeness of an specific indicator, 
having as parameters the indicator name and one year, it selects from the database 
the number of cities that have the value for the indicator producing "application/x-
javascript " MIME media type.  
Returns: 
JSONWithPadding with the number of cities having this indicator this year  
Throws:  
java.lang.Exception 

 

 
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicatorsdata?nam
es=indicators_list&year=yyyy 
 
GetIndicatorsPerCitiesPerYear 
public static org.codehaus.jettison.json.JSONObject 

GetIndicatorsPerCitiesPerYear(java.lang.String indicator_list, 

java.lang.String year) throws java.lang.Exception 

Method accessing CityBench DB to get the value of a list of specific indicators a 
certain year, having as parameters the indicator list and one year, it selects from the 
database the values for the indicators producing "application/json" MIME media type.  
Returns: 
JSONObject with the value of the required indicators in required year  
Throws:  
java.lang.Exception 

 

http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicatorsdatap?na
mes=indicators_list&year=yyyy 
 
GetIndicatorsPerCitiesPerYearJsonP 
public static org.codehaus.jettison.json.JSONObject 

GetIndicatorsPerCitiesPerYear(java.lang.String indicator_list, 

java.lang.String year) throws java.lang.Exception 

Method accessing CityBench DB to get the value of a list of specific indicators a 
certain year, having as parameters the indicator list and one year, it selects from the 
database the values for the indicators producing " application/x-javascript " MIME 
media type.  
Returns: 
JSONWithPadding with the value of the required indicators in required year  
Throws:  
java.lang.Exception 

 

5.5 CityBench Application Layer 
 
This layer implements the functionality of the CityBench system. 
 
The Web portal with all of its required functionality will be implemented using HTML 
JavaScript, AJAX and the interfaces defined in the CityBench Services Layer. This layer will 
form the visible part for the users. 
 

http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/completenessp?name=indicator&year=yyyy
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/completenessp?name=indicator&year=yyyy
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicatorsdata?names=indicators_list&year=yyyy
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicatorsdata?names=indicators_list&year=yyyy
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicatorsdatap?names=indicators_list&year=yyyy
http://geo4.dlsi.uji.es/citybenchservices/webresources/v1/manager/indicatorsdatap?names=indicators_list&year=yyyy
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From the existing functional requirements and discussion of the previous wire-frames (see 
inception report), a proposal for the User Interface has been defined. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5 presents the proposal for the User interface. This is a functional proposal. 
Adjustments to the look and feel to adapt it to the ESPON corporate identity have been 
incorporated.  

 
Figure 5.- User interface of the main screen. 

 
Colors used and corresponding web codes: 

Color Web-code 

Blue #003399 

White #ffffff 
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Dark grey: #c8c8c8 

Light grey #f2f2f2 

Red: #bd0000 

 

 

Mode switcher 

 
The different modes of the main screen. 

 

Only one mode can be active at a time. Switching between map and radial is a smooth 

transition where the circles representing the cities will smoothly move to their respective 

positions and the background map/diagram will fade in and out. If zoomed in on the map 

the circles will appear from the edge of the map, preferably from the direction of their 

geographic position.  

Styles: 

 Active: blue text over white background 

 Inactive: White text over blue background 

 Hover inactive: Blue text over white background 

 Hover active: no change 

 
Mouseover: “Switch to …” 

 
Primary city 

 The current selected city to which all other cities are 
compared 
At the start of the application a random city is chosen, preferably the one closest to the user 
(GeoIP/location-API) and having data on the default indicator. Clicking on the name of the 
city activates the “city-finder” (see below)  If the user selects a city with no-data a warning 

triangle will show to the right of the name of the city:   
hovering over or clicking on the triangle will show a small help text explaining that since the 
city has no-data no city can be compared to it and as such the similarity will be 0 for all cities 
 
Mouseover: “Choose a city to compare the others with” 
 
Similarity graph 

 the graph showing the similarity of other cities to the Primary 
city, based on the selected indicators 
At the start of the application all cities with data are blue, since all cities are within the range 
of the indicator. Cities with no data are put on the right of the dotted line to make clear that 
there is no data for these cities and not that the similarity is 0. Below the graph is a checkbox 
where the user can limit the graph to only the cities with the range, the bars are scaled to fill 
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the space, making the bars more legible:  
Hovering over a bar will show the cityname, also the bar will turn red and the city on the 
main screen will also be red to easily identify it. Clicking on a city will set that city as the 
primary 
 
Styles: 

- City within the range: blue with a white background 

- City with data outside the range: dark grey with a white background 

- City with no data: white 

- Hover: red with a white background 

Mouseover: “The similarity of the cities to <Primary city> based on <indicators>” 
Indicator element 

 the indicator that is used to compare cities up to three 
indicators can be added to the application to calculate similarity. If no indicator is selected a 

place holder is shown to invite the user to select an indicator:  
clicking on the placeholder opens the “indicator selector” 
The indicator element consists of various parts: 

 Title 

 Source icon 

 No-data indicator 

 Range slider 

 Range values 

 Info 

 Remove 

 Title: shows the title of the indicator, clicking on the title will open the “indicator 
selector” (see below). Mouseover: “click to select a different indicator” 

 Source icon: different icons for the different sources, eg. the openstreetmap icon. 
Mouseover: “this indicator is based on data from <source>” 

 No-data indicator: a piechart showing which percentage of the cities has no-data on 
the indicator; no-data is white data is blue. Mouseover: “<#>% of the cities have no 
data for <indicator>” 

 Range slider: a range slider that allows the user to limit the number of selected cities 
based on the real values of the indicator. Changing the range will affect the number 
of cities selected and as such the number of cities visible in the main screen. If the 
entire range is selected in all indicators the no-data cities are visible on the main 
screen as dots. If the range is altered the no-data cities drop out of the main screen 
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and also all cities that fall outside the range. By default the entire range is selected. 
Mouseover: “Select cities that fall within the specified range” 

 Info: clicking this will show additional information/metadat on the indicator in a 
popup. 

 

 Remove: clicking this will remove the indicator from the application. If it is the last 
indicator, it will be removed, but since now there is no inidicator to compare cities 
on, all cities will be 0 similar to the Primary city Mouseover: “Remove the indicator 
<indicator> from the list” 

 
Indicator selector 

 The indicator selector is used to select an indicator 
from a list of available indicators. 
The available indicators are grouped into themes. When opened the indicator selector 
shows the list of themes, with an unfold symbol in front of the name. Clicking on the 
themename will unfold the list of available indicators (as radio buttons) within that theme. 
The user can select one indicator, that indicator is then used to create an indicator element 
and the indicator selector closes. 
 
City finder 

The city finder is used to 
select up to 4 cities to compare and to find the Primary city.  
Clicking on one of the four ‘select the # city’ or the primary city turns them into an 
inputfield. Typing will invoke an autocomplete as such: 

 

If a city has been found it will be displayed like this:  where the color 
of the cityname is the same as the color of the circle on the map, making it easily 
recognisable. There are four colors: #5c3566 #204a87 #4e9a06 and #c4a000 
If the user is typing a name which is not directly recognised, eg ‘Wenen’ the user can press 
the search icon to search for that city, if found it will show up below the input field: 
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The user can then choose the city and 
it will be colored accordingly. 
 
Radial view 
By cliking on the “radial” button in the top left, instead of a map view, we will access the radial 
view where the first selected city is in the middle of the graph and the other cities are 

distribute around it (Figure 6). Closeness, represents similarity (based on indicator distance 

defined in the indicators). This view allows to discover the most similar cities who might face 
similar opportunities and risks. This view is also a direct response to the use cases defined by 
the stakeholders where it was important to indentify similar cities (either for liability studies of 
the EIB, or to discover similar cities for partnerships). If a city askes for an investment based 
on certain indicators (e.g. unemployment rate, GDP, etc) it will be then possible to uncover 
which other cities have similar performance and could also be eligible for the considered 
investment. 
 
 

 
Figure 6.- Radial comparison 
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Compare cities (to be developed) 
The compare window, available by following the compare button (lower right), will then show 

the selected cities and compare them on graphs for the selected indicators (Figure 7). This 

view can be exported as a PDF report of published to social media and email tools. Note that 
benchmarking to the European average, country average (and maybe typology or cross 
border region are being considered). 
 

 
 

Figure 7.- Comparison dashboard 
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